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The Central Florida Fl ture 
Volume 19 Number 44 University of Central Florida/Orlando 
Sinkhole seminar draws 
.scientists from 9 nations 
by Keith Porter 
CENTRAi FLORIDA FUTURE 
cientists, engineers and geologists 
from across the U.S. and abroad 
gathered in Orlando Feb. 9-11 for a 
conference on sinkholes. 
Sponsored by the Florida Sinkhole 
Institute of the state's Civil 
Engineering and Environmental 
Science Department, the conference 
sought to answer some fundamental 
questions about the mysterious 
geologic phenomena, among them: 
how sinkholes are formed, how they 
can be detected early and how they 
can be repaired. 
It was the second conference held 
by the Institute, whose work is 
gaining attention as development 
rapidly expands across Florida's 
sometime-fragile surface. 
''The conference is extremely 
important because it lets scientists 
and engineers find out all information 
on sinkholes in one place," said Bill 
Wilson, a chief geologist with the 
Sinkholes in the U.S. have 
t>een f>0th spectacular and 
clestructive: A ::;treet cave-in 
in a Pennsylvania ::;u/Jurb (top 
right) and 1981 '::; $1.5 million 
di::;a ·fer in Winter Park (far 
righ I). 
Dr. Yuan Davxian (right) 
investigated a sinkhole-type 
phenomenon in Guilan. 
People'::; Republic of China 
u•hich claimed the lives of 
1.000 people. 
After the di ·aster. Guilan 
and Orlando necame ·ister 
cities and share ·cientific 
information. 
institute. Papers on 63 topics were 
delivered to an audience of about 200 
al the International Inn of Orlando. 
Proper indentifica tion and 
detection of sinkholes - or sinkhole-
prone areas - affects property values 
and insurance rates. 
Sinkholes are formed when 
limestone ridges underneath 
Florida· s loose, sandy soil begin to 
erode. As the limestone dissolves, 
subterranean caves are formed, which 
collapse under the weight of the 
surface. 
The thought of si.nkholes forming 
under buildings bothers many Florida 
residents said Wilson. 
Wilson said the Institute receives 
calls every day from people who 
believe they have a sinkhole on their 
property. The Institute tries to help 
people determine if they have actual 
sinkholes forming, or if their land is 
shifting from compaction. 
The difference is important because 
sinkholes are covered by insurance, 
1987 The Cen Florido ttm.e 
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Concerts change UCF's style 
The Beach Boys perform at UCFs 1986 homecoming. 
by Christopher Steely 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Wheu tl1e Beach Boys came 
to UCF's homecoming last 
October, the community saw 
an event that may have 
changed the university's 
public image forever. It was 
the first time UCF had used a 
concert to promote itself -
and it worked. 
"It went great," said Gene 
lcDowell, UCF's athletic 
director. "It wa well worth 
the the time and effort and it 
brough the univer ity a lot of 
publicity and credibili y." 
There were 25.000 people at 
the concert and 9. 00 people 
b ught ticket . There were no 
pr blem with the crowd's 
behaYior. which wa , in fact. 
complimented by law 
enforcement officials. Even 
though the event cost more 
than $85,000 to implement, 
the university did not lose 
money and is looking forward 
to sponsoring more concerts 
in the future. 
Charlie Gesino, director of 
the Knights Boosters, 
explained that even though 
the concert business involves 
high risk, it can greatly 
improve the image of an 
organization. 
Citing the controversy over 
Gator Growl, the University 
of Florida's main 
homecoming festi ity, Gesino 
said, ''We will endorse 
wholesome family 
entertainment and try to 
avoid hard rock and roll and 
comedy routines with a lo of 
four letter words." Despite 
these res tri c ions the 
adrnini tration will still keep 
the university student in 
mind when planning the 
event. 
As of yet, no serious plans 
have been made for next 
year ' s homecoming 
festivities, but, according to 
Gesino, there will be a similar 
event scheduled. 
Presently, the roles for 
different organizations 
involving students, faculty 
and staff are being discussed. 
The athletic department will 
conduct a poll in the near 
future about future concerts. 
The list of potential groups 
include Jimmy Buffett and 
Alabama. 
The athletic department 
ha already scheduled 
comedian Jerry Clower for a 
performance during baseball 
season this year. 
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1892. HOWARD HANSELBERGERDORFER INVENTS 
THE HEADLIGHT 
And, boy-oh-boy, was old 
Howard beaming when he 
came up with that. 
You 'Jl be beaming, 
too, after you taste 
Bud LJght. It's the 
less-!iDmg light beer 
with the hrst name in 
taste. (Good thmg lts 
first name Jsn 't 
Hanselbergerdorfer.) 
. · .. · -
S Lou o 
So, like Howard, bring 
out your best Beam 
yourself to your favonle 
tavern and ask for the great 
light of today Bud Light 
EVERYTHING 
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COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
Perhaps as a way to keep 
misperceptions from stalling 
the campus anti-apartheid 
movement, a group of 
movement organizers issued a 
set of guidelines to help 
students decide if companies 
and colleges have pulled out 
of South Africa completely. 
The guidelines do not apply 
to UCF. According to UCF's 
division of Finance and 
Accounting, UCF does not 
have any holdings in firms 
that do business in South 
Africa. 
However, not all colleges 
can make that claim. 
In 1986, scores of 
companies left South Africa, 
bu L the guidelines seek to 
help colleges that still own 
stock in those firms to 
determine if the exodus was 
"a sham" or not. 
The activists fear colleges, 
reading the headlines about 
firms leaving South Africa, 
may figure they no longer 
have to sell stock in those 
companies to cut their ties to 
the natioon. 
To date, "more than 120 
colleges have taken action to 
divest themselves of South 
SEE GUIDELINES PAGf 5 
Roland DulM/Central Florida Future 
MUSIC 
Doni0l Weiner plays flute whil~ .on a t;uecik be~ c_l9~s. 
. "' . ~ . ,,. , ~; ""i ~ -I • .. • - I L~' • l • 
Aparthe ·d's foes 
reach crossroads 
Staff Report 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Depending on who is doing the talking, the anti-apartheid 
movement that flared on hundreds on American campuses 
during the last two years is either stronger than ever, in a 
quieter "follow-through" stage, dwindling, or dying. 
On the UCF campus the anti-apartheid movement never 
flared at all. According to the student organizations office, 
there has never been a registered anti-apartheid group on 
campus. This may be due to the fact that UCF does not 
have any holdings in companies with South African ties. 
But on many college campuses students raised their voices 
in protest. As a result, rnore than 120 colleges and univer-
sities have sold all or part of their holdings in firms that do 
business in segregationist South Africa. 
Protests do continue. Students at Washington, Penn 
£tate, Brandeis, Dartmouth, C~'1rgia, North Carolina State 
and Florida, among others, -all mounted anti-apartheid 
demonstrations during January. 
But scores of campuses featured demonstrations during 
comparable periods in 1985 and 1986, and even at the 
schools that did protest recently, observers concede 
something has changed. 
They said students are more conservative, that the move-
ment is more subtle or that most of their troubles can be 
traced to a news media that seems to have lost interest. 
Local press coverage has been "really bad lately," said 
University of Florida professor and anti-apartheid activist 
Tom Auxter. Many local stories have been critical of the 
Student Coalition Against Apartheid and Racism or just 
have not covered it. 
Another UF philosophy professor, Tom Simon, attributed 
the change to a "very conservative" editor at the campus 
newspaper. 
But student reporter Mickie Anderson said she "has not 
seen the SCAAR people around much," and that the press 
became critical because the activists "lost credibility. They 
got really ridiculous in their demands.'' 
·The main reason for dwindling pre.ss coverage, Anderson 
. ~ • • '.f1 ~ • ... • • 
SEE CROSSROADS PAGE 7 -i'... .... ... t ,# .,. '-: .t .,_ .. ~ ~ ~ ,._ • - ~ -
Omega Beta Bela: new frat on UCF campus 
by Carol Rumsey 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
have joined other fraternities and 
instead chose to wait for this chapter 
to organize.'' 
. Omega Beta Beta is the newest 
fraternity to join the UCF campus. 
A chapter of the Omega Psi Phi 
organization, the fraternity claims 
325 chapters nationally. The newly-
formed UCF branch has four 
members, but by the end of the week 
Lha L number should grow 
The group's motto is "friendship is 
important to the soul," said Isaac. 
"It is not the purpose of the group to 
gain associates but to gain friends, 
regardless of their fraternal 
organization." Isaac said he feels 
friendships are the most important 
things in life. 
Like Isaac, · many of the 
organization's members have 
fathers, uncles and brothers who 
belong to Omega Psi Phi. "Becoming 
a member is a family tradition," he 
said. "We have people who could 
The fraternity is planning both a 
Mardi Gras ball and a best-dressed 
contest, both of which will be open to 
all students. Money raised from the 
events will be donated to a·heart fund 
charity and used to fund a 
scholarship program. The group 
hopes to schedule additional social 
and civic activities throughout the 
coming year. 
Friday, Feb. 20 is 
Engineers' Day. All 
engineering classes 
are cancelled after 
1 p.m. Friday. 
ignificantly, aid Carl J. Isaac, 
repre entative for the UCF chapter. 
~clips~c ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
•FILM GROUP 
The UCF Cinematography 
A ocia lion will be holding 
th ir fir t meeting Tuesday, 
Feb. 17, at 7 p.m. in tudent 
c nl r Room 211. 
Th U CF A i interested 
in member committed to 
~ tud nt production and to 
the advancement of film in 
th th U F and Orlando 
community. E eryone i in-
vil d t all nd. 
•NOMINATIONS 
must be returned by 
Wednesday, Feb. 18. 
•LEAD TEAM 
The Leadership Education 
and Development Team, 
(LEAD) in cooperation with 
student government and the 
UCF Counseling and 
Testing Center will be 
presenting the well-known 
Dr. Donald Eaker. 
Eaker will peak on Study 
tructure. The presenata-
tion i Monday, Feb. 23 at 7 
p.m. in the udent Center 
Auditorium. The hour long 
program teaches students 
how to stay ahead in classes 
-..: hile continuing to have 
fun. For more info, contact 
... colt 1arri on at x2191. 
Thi 
scholarship is open to all 
students entering the 
medical field. Applicants 
must reside in Osceola Coun-
ty or be related to a hospital 
employee, volunteer, or doc-
tor. Students must also be 
attending a Florida school. 




SHIP FUND: Available to 
students at the Master's or 
Ph.D level, a minimum 
grade point of 3.5 on at least 
60 hours of undergraduate 
or 3.5 on masters program is 
required. A minimum G RE 
score of 1100 is also ex-
pected. 
tudents must submit a 
written statement of ac-
complishments interests, 
and future goals. Three let-
ter of recomendation, in-
cluding at lea t two 
academic references are also 
needed. The dealine on this 




Students majoring in hor-
ticulture or related studies 
may apply for this scholar-
ship. Eligibility is decided 
after applications are sub-
mitted. Applications are the 
only requirement and they 





DATIONS: Juniors and 
seniors majoring in business 
are eligible for this scholar-
ship. Students must be 
Florida residents and U.S. 
citizens. They must also be 
enrolled with a minimum of 
12 hours and show financial 
need. Applications are 
available from £he school of 
business or financial aid. 
For more information on 
any of these scholarships 
contact Will Shaffner at 
x2827. 
• STRIKE 
Rutgers settled a nine-day 
strike by 2,800 nonteaching 
employees, letting students 
return to class for the first 
time this term. 
Elsewhere on the labor 
front, University of Rhode 
Island officials said they'd 
dock the pay of a janitor 
who took his lunch later 
than a union contract 
stipulates. The janitor said 
the late lunch lets him at-
tend mass. 
• DISCIPLINE 
A student disciplinary 
board reccommended 
punishing protestors who 
stopped high school seniors 
touring the Wesleyan Col-
lege campus to warn them 
that sexual assaults occur-
red at the school. 
Campus police said no 
assaults have occurred on 
the campus in a year. 
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Management Positions -Available 
The Central Florida Future is now accepting applications 
for the positions of Editor in Chief and Business Manager. The 
deadline for applications is February 25. 
Editor in Chief 
·Duties: Overall responsibility for editorial and 
financial operations of twice-weekly campus 
newspaper. Determines editorial content and 
policies, appoints and supervises staff of student 
writers and editors. Oversees newspaper's business 
manager and business department and serves as a 
member of the unive'rsity's Board of Publications. 
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum 2.0 
grade point average, be at least a second-semester 
freshman and be at least a part-time student. In ad-
dition, candida~es must have successfully com-
pleted courses in reporting, editing and communica-
tions law or be able to demonstrate ability in these 
areas. 
Business Manager 
Du ties: Directly responsible for financial manage-
ment of twice-weekly campus newspaper, including 
advertising, budget preparation, purchasing and 
circulation. Supervises advertising sales and pro-
duction as well as a staff of student salespersons. 
Responsible to newspaper's editor in chief and 
serves as a member of the university's Board of 
Publications. 
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum 2.0 
grade point average, be at least a second-semester 
freshman and be at least a part-time student. In ad-
dition, applicants must show their experience 
and/or academic achievement in business manage-
ment. 
Applications: Applications are available in The Central Florida Future's editorial and business 
offices, phone 275-2865 for information. Applicants will be expected to give a presentation to the 
staff of the newspaper and the university's Board of Publications. 
Are This Semester's 
Books Collecting Dust? 
Want to Learn· HOW to Study? 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Well, kids, come and hear about the famous 
Dr. Eaker Study Structure! 
.. .that can teach you how to manage your studies and still 
have time to party. Dr. Eaker can and will teach you a time 
management system that's right for you HI 
FEBRUARY23SCA 7PM 
Bring a black, blue and green pen! 
/. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sponsored by YOUR 
===~'ll 
Counseling and Testing 
P.A.C. and ... 
Student Government 









FROM PAGE 3 
The Centro 
Africa-related stocks " said 
Rob Jones of the American 
Commit ee on Africa, one of 
the groups that has been 
instrumental in organizing 
campus protests of college 
ties to South Africa's 
segregationist government. 
Future Februrny 17. 1987 5 
orpora ion ell their 
holdings to outh African 
but continue to maintain 
rade link , · · aid Indiana 
nh·ersit ' lingui ti 
Profe or tan Dubin ki. 
10% DISCOUNT 
But some of the companies, 
he added, ' will still be 
making money from South 
African connections. They're 
still suppling technology, 
services and products to the 
South African economy.' 
The guideline - publi hed 
b , Jone · American 
Committee on Africa. the 
American Friends ervice 
Committee, the Interfaith 
Center on Corporate 
Responsibility, TransAfrica 
and the W ashlngton Office on 
Africa - seek to make those 
distinctions clear. 
TO ALL UCF STVDENTS 
AND FACULTY WITH l.D. 
For example, while 
Eastman Kodak's exodus 
from South Africa was 
complete, business analysts 
note other companies like 
General Motors, Shell, Mobil, 
Texaco, Pepsi, and Coca Cola 
continue to supply formulas 
and materials to the country 
through subsidiaries and 
license agreements. 
They define a company as 
"doing business' with South 
Africa if it has "direct 
investments" in the country, 
if it has licensing or 
manufacturing agreements" 
with other firms there, if it 
has not prohibited further 
investments or loans in South 
Africa or if a "South African 
entity" controls more than 
five percent of its common 
stock. 
PHYSICS FACTS 
* The sun's core temperature is 15 million degrees cen-
tigrade (27 million degrees Fahrenheit). A grain of 
sand this hot could cook a person standing 100 
miles away! 
* The sun's surface temperature is about 5000 
degrees centigrade (9000 degrees Fahrenheit). 
This is just a little hotter than the flame from a proper-
ly adjusted blow torch. 
* Sy weight, the sun is composed of about 7 0% 
hydrogen, 25% helium, and 5% other elements such 
as sodium, oxygen, and carbon. 
Service provided by The Society of Physics Students 
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA 
presents 
BLACK HISTORY MONTH 
Eugene ''Mercury'' Morris 
Student Center Auditorium 
Feb. 18 
8:00 p.m. 
PAC is funded through the Activities and Services FPes 
as allocated by the Student Government of UCF. 
6, The Central Florida Future, February 17, 1987 • 
BLACK AWARENESS 
MONTH 
CELEBRATION AT THE 
UNIVERSITY OF 
CENTRAL FLORIDA 














ROOTS (Uprooted) · Film 
Mercury Morris· Speaker 
ROOTS (Chicken George) · Film 
Engr. Day· SCME Competition 
FRI Black Graduate Student Conf. 
20 Gospel Choir Extravaganza 
SAT Black Male & Female 
21 Relationship (Seminar) 
SUN West Indies Art Exhibit 
22 (Opening Reception) 








ROOTS (The War) · Film 
OMSS Open House· Exhibits· 
Art, Music, Food & Crafts 
Basketball Game· UCF vs. BCC 
ROOTS (Freedom) · Film 
TIME 






















2:00-5:00 pm Student UCF 
Org. Lounge Psychology 
Dept. 




12 · 1 pm · LIB 428 
5:00-6:30 _pm PC 104 
12 · 3 pm ADM 2255 
7:00 pm UCF Gym 








Wedne$day, February 18th is 
Drug Awarness Day 
with 
DRUGS: The Epidemic 
of the 80's video 
to be shown from 
2 PM to 5:30 PM 
in the 
Activities Center 
Sponsored by: Programming & Activities Council 
UCF Drug & Alcohol 
A . a ess Center 




8 PM in the SCA 
Sponsored by: Programming & Activities Council 
and the 









545 Semoran Blvd. 
Winter Park, FL 
32792 ............ -----------------Any regular priced 
ALBUM, CASSETTE, 






FROM PAGE 3 
said, was that "'the r didn "t do anything 
different at their rallies ... 
Simon, a CAAR advisor who was one of 
50 people who camped on the ~ F 
administration building steps for 40 days, 
agrees the local Florida press was too easily 
bored with the divestiture movement and too 
interested in sensationalism. 
Simon criticized what he calls "the 
marketing strategy of reporting,·· in which 
an event's newsworthiness is determined by 
the number of participants. 
$1.00 
OFF! $7 .99 AND UP! I 
------------------~ 
"Is it any kind of measure to do the 
attendance counting we do?" he asked. "It 




demonstrate, but 100,000 are affected by a 
message, that is what counts." 
Still, a Cal-Santa Barbara observer said 
there were fewer demonstrations recently 
because the student body is "basically 
conservative." 
Harvard Crimson Managing Editor 
Jonathan Moses said he thought the 
e. February 17, 1987 7 
di ·e tirnr mo ·ement at Har ·ard still had 
trength. bu noted it ma. b ch nging 
ome ·hat. 
The "open uovernance .. i ue. •hi h would 
make Han a.rd' inve tm nt deci ion more 
public and ,.a parked b. the dive titur 
movement i gaining momentum, "with 
ome pro-diYe titure) alumni now getting 
ery actiYe e ·en running for eat on 
HarYard · Board of Qyerseer , " fo es said. 
·'(Har ·ard) might actually divest if 
governance (of its stock portfolio) is more 
open,·· loses added. 
Moses predicted activi y with increa e 
with the' arm weather of spring. So did Rob 
Jones, projects director for the American 
Committee on Africa . 
The movement is still strong, but "more 
diverse'' and going into its follow-through 
stage," observed Patrick Bond an anti-
a partheid activist at John Hopkins 
University. 
"More sophisticated tactics are being 
used," Bond said, including the boycotting of 
banks. A boycott, he said, got Maryland 
National to pul,l out of South Africa in 
November. Unlock your potential in a 
few short months. 
A complete course for men's and women's hair design. 
Quallty education. We care about your future. 
• Full or Part Time • Placement Assistance • Student Grants 
SINKHOLE 
FROM PAGE l 
The geologic properties of 
limestone can also effect an 
area's water supply, Wilson 
said. 
"No matter how many 
times you tell people, they do 
it. It's kind of a out of sight, 
out of mind philosophy," 
Wilson added. • Days or Nights • Financial Aid • GSL Student Loans but shifting is not. 
call for an appointment 




HAIR DESIGN GRADUATES 
GET MORE THAN EDUCATION -
THEY GET JOBS! 
In 1981, a sinkhole formed 
in Winter Park at the corner 
of Demming and Fairbanks 
avenues. In about three days, 
the sinkhole enlarged to 300 
feet across and 100 feet deep. 
It destroyed a house, a 
municipal swimming pool and 
a couple of businesses, 
including an Porsche auto 
repair shop. The sink caused 
some $1.5 million in damages. 
Limestone areas also affect 
water supplies. Limestone 
absorbs water and no surface 
streams form to provide 
water supplies, therefore 
underground sources of water 
have to be tapped. 
'•It is easy to pollute 
groundwater in limestone 
areas because the water flows 
through caves and 
contaminants are neither 
filtered nor diluted." Wilson 
said. 
President Coburn opened 
up the conference with a 
keyno ,.µddress. He had 
profuse compliments for the 
institute. He acknowledged 
its progress with few 
resources. He also mentioned 
Insurance Commisioner Bill 
Gunter's instrumental work 
in forming the institute. 
Further on in the 
''Somewhere under Florida 
there is a cave with a house 
and a Porsche next to it," said 
Wilson . 
Another problem is the use 
of sinkholes as trash dumps. 
Water passes through the 
conference City Commisioner, 
Glenda Hood, welcomed Dr. 
Yuan Daoxian and gave him 
the key to the city. 
19TH STUDENT SENATE REPOR'r 
14'1'11 SESSION 
MEASURES IN COMMITTEE: 
BILLS: 
19-3 l Allocating Funds to the UCF NSA for a National Convention: This Bill allocates 
$683.38 to the UCF Nursing Student Association to send delegates to a notional 
convention (Soul, tabled in OAF) 
19-33 Directing the Student Body President to arrange for o Campus Survey of sexual 
harassment (Field, SP). 
RESOLUTIONS: 
19-18 Challenging the CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE to a softball Gome 
(Pellerin/Cline/Wolf, SP) 
19-19 Impounding Bicycles Parked along Handicap Rails (Bolt, SP) 
THE SENATE VOTED ON: 
BILLS: 
19-32 Revising the Election Statutes: This Bill revises the Election Statutes fr the upcom-
ing Presidential/Vice Presidential Election (Pellerin, 23-Y) 
RESOLUTIONS: 
19-13 Format for Printing Statutes and Rules and Procedures: This Resolution Specifies 
the Uses for Boldface and Capital letters and Underlining in the Statutes (Field, 
23-Y) 
* Legislation in Committe is introduced by Senators, and is not finalized until the 
full Senate votes on it. 
Did you know that you club or organization may be eligible for $250.00 in Office Supplies 
and/or Advertisements for the next fiscal year? In addition, if your club wlll be atteridlrig a 
conference or convention It may be eligible for up to $300.00 to cover registration fees. 
Either way, stop by the Student Government Offices, SC 155, and ask for a Clubs and 
Organizations Funds, or Travel Funds. Request Form. 
Student Government is funded through the Activity and Service Fee as allocated by the 
Student Government of the Unviersity of Central Florido. 
FEBIW/\HY 12, 1987 
CONFIRMATIONS: 
• Rebecca Campbell: Election 
Commissioner 22-Y, l-N, l-AB 
• Elise Cronin: Ass't Chelf Election 
Comm 22-Y, 1-N, 1-PR 
• Susie Davis: Chief Elections 
Commissioner 22-Y, 2-N, l-AB 
DID YOU KNOW? 
Dr. "Bud" Berringer addressed the 
Senate concerning the University-
wide Planning Committee's Stu-
dent Services Sub Committee's 
survey. 
SENATE MEETINGS 
Students ore invited to attend all 
Senate meetings, and to express 
any ideas or problems that they 
feel the Senate should work on. 
Senate meetings are held on 
Thursdays at 3:00 in the Tropical 
Oasis. 
STUDENTS 
If you have any comments, ques-
tions or concerns about the 
Senate Report, or any legislation, 
please contact JJ Mandato at 
x219l or in SC 15 l. 
SENA TE COMMITTEES review and amend all Legislation before it is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The 
following ore descriptions of, and the time and day of the committee meetings: 
OAF Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code and any 
legislation requesting funding. Wednesdays at 4:00 pm In the Senate Work Room 
C&O Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receives funds for Office Suplies/Advertising or 
Conference Registration. Tuesdays at 5:00 pm In the Senate Work Room 
UR Legislative Judlclal and ules: This committee reviews legislation to change the Constitution, Statutes or Rules and 
Procedures. Wednesdays at 4:00 pm in the Student Activities Center 
SP Services and lty: committee re ws all non-funding legislation which delals with Student Government~-
vices and Publicity. Mondays at 4:00 pm in the Senate rtr R~ 
EA El cttonJ and Appoint nts: This committee reviews aU Student Govermient Appointments, and makes recommen-
dations for chon es to the Section Statutes. Tuesdays at 6:00 pm in the Senate Work Room 
PR-Present (not enou h Information unable to dee de) AB-Abstain (conflict of interest) Y-Yes N-No -Paid Advertisement· 
01 (") 
(") ,.. 
0. 0. Vi 
Vi cc ~ 0 ....J 
ARTS & SCIENCES 
August Field p y y p 
Kim DeVogel p y y p 
Mark Hayes p y y p 
Bob Truett p y y p 
Samuel Coniglio p y y p 
Monica Endsley A - - A 
Melissa Pellerin p y y p 
Scott Jenkins p y y p 
OPEN SEAT 
Tabatha Burn A - - A 
Mark Jackson A - - A 
BUSINESS 
Mario Ponce p y y p 
OPEN SEAT 
Jeff King p - A 
John White A - - A 
Ken Barr p y y p 
Patrick Kelly p y y p 
OPEN SEAT 
Meade Parks p y y A 
David Thollonder p y y A 
EDUCATION 
Doniel Shepard A - - A 
Susan Schmid p y y p 
Pro Tern Ross Wolf p y y p 
John Rhodes p - A 
Candace Cline p y y p 
ENGINEERING 
Bryon Martinez L p 
Cindy Deal p y y p 
Chris Carter p y y A 
Tony Wendrzyk p y y A 
Keith White p y y A 
Brian Thomas p y y p 
HEALTH 
William Bolt p y y p 
Jeannie Saul A - - A 
LIBERAL STUDIES 
Megan O'Neill p y y A 
A!·LARGE 







A-Absent P-Present L-Late E-Excu~ 
• 
Opinirnc~_~,~~~~~~~~ 
Charity in Trouble: 
Not even gumballs 
are safe these days 
Charity: how do you tell what's real and what's a 
scam? 
There was a time when few would have even con-
sidered that question. Of course, any group that 
hasn't built a name will be the object of some 
scrutiny, but no one would question the major 
organizations such as the American Cancer Socie-
ty, the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation and the 
Shriners. 
Our image of the Shriners was crushed a few 
months ago when The Orlando Sentinel ran an ex-
pose on the group proving that much of the money 
taken in by the Shrines never had a chance to help 
burned children. 
Now, to add to our mistrust, The Orlando Sen-
tinel has found that you can't even trust a bubble 
gum machine. A story in the Feb. 14 edition 
reported that gum ball machines and candy boxes 
bearing a charity's name give an average of 10 to 
15 percent of their earnings to that charity. 
To put things into perspective, this is probably 
not an unfair percentage. Consider that the charity 
probably doesn't have to put out any money at all 
on the vending machine project. There is no fear of 
financial loss. 
For the charity, all of the money counts as funds 
they otherwise would not have. To them, 15 per-
cent is better than nothing. 
So the problem it is not in the relationship bet-
ween -the charity and the vendor - they have an 
understanding - it is in the relationship between 
the vendor and the consumer. 
The fact is that the vendors have not truthfully 
represented their positions. They have, in most 
cases, made every attempt to convince the con-
sumer that all profits from the machines will go to 
the charity they support. The consumer deserves 
to know the truth. 
Consider this statement made by Ed Ray, 
regional manager of Curtis Products. He said his 
distributors "sometimes have not told everything. 
But we try to be as legitimate an operation as 
possible, and we try not to mislead anybody." 
One has to wonder what "as legitimate as possi-
ble" means. Also, not telling everything is as effec-
tive as lying at misleading the public. 
So what should be done about this? For one 
thing, it seems that many of the vendors are not 
operating legally. The law will take care of them. 
But what about the others? Should the retailers 
ban the machines? Should we boycott the ones that 
remain? No. 
Remember, in whatever small way, the machines 
are helping charity. As for the retailers, they 
should simply charge percentages themselves. You 
consumers, just be aware that you're buying a 
commercial product. If you want the gum, buy it. 
If you want to help the National Federation of the 
Blind, send a check. When it comes to "donation" 
boxes that do not force you to pay, don't. 
Finally, the charities should realize how impor-
tant they are. If they just hold out, the vendors 
will undoubtably pay more. We're all more likely to 
buy a piece of gum that might save a child and 
they know it. 
*111f Cemal Fbida RduR 
P.O. IOI aooo. OlandO. fl.. Jlttf <J06>276-260t or 21~2166 
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COUEGE PRESS SERVICE 
• 
Back to the past with The Future 
It's always fun to take a look into the past. For 
this column, I decided to take a glance at what 
happened with The Central Florida Future one 
year ago (approximately.) 
Before we begin this nostalgic trip, think back 
for a moment. Do you remember what you were 
doing only one year ago? 
Was it legal? 
Never mind. Now that you've thought about it, 
let's take a trip back in time. 
Tuesday, February 18, 1986. 
The top story in that issue was the Gramm -
Rudman cutbacks. Students are continuing, one 
year later, to find new alternatives in college aid as 
cutbacks continue due Lo federal changes. It's 
tough to be a student these days, because college 
isn't cheap. 
On the opinion page, the newspaper's editorial 
dealt with the lack of work on the intersection of 
Alafaya and State Road 50 (Colonial Drive). Now 
the work is completed; except for the fact that 
those students coming onto Alafaya Trail from 50 
can experience such thrills as two lanes merging 
quickly into one. This calls for a little bit of car 
jockeying, but an experienced UCF driver has done 
it a 100 times by now, anyway. 
The shattering news in sports was that Julie 
Cardinale broke the UCF .record for assists in a 
season. However, the Lady Knights, 11-10 at that 
point, lost the game to Georgia Southern, 94-73. 
This year, Cardinale is looking for those high-
scoring teammates of last year to pass to, while the 
Lady Knights are sporting a dismal 3-19 record. 
Thursday February 20, 1986. 
This issue's main feature was an article on the 
wildlife preserve at UCF. The problem was that the 
preserve was being abused by students, faculty, 
etc. 
There is a delicate ecological balance here at 
UCF, one that is constantly being tampered with. 
Concerned individuals like UCF's Dr. Haven 
Sweet have said time and again that the system 
can easily be upset. Has anyone listened? 
The opinion page's main complaint wasn't even a 
complaint. Instead, it was an editorial describing 
how the paper was run, why the editorials go 
Letters 
unsigned, and other intimate details of The Central 
Florida Future. Either we got a completely new 
batch of students on campus, or else nobody paid • 
attention to this editorial, because we had to run 
similiar editorials at least twice this year to 
explain the concept once again. • 
Confetti's main focus was on the rock group 
Night Ranger. We must have jinxed them or 
something. Have you heard anything about them 
lately? Neither have I? 
Sports had a banner headline about the men's 
basketball team beating B-CC, 78-62. It was their 
sixth, and last, win of the i:;eason. This year, I'm 
happy to report, the Knight.s have won nine of • 
their 22 outings, and they have five games left on 
the schedule. If you can, try and see these guys 
Saturday against FIT. Game time is 7:30 p.m. • 
Also in that sports section was the UCF baseball 
team. They had just split two games with the 
Georgia Bulldogs. Yet the Knights were only 10 
days away from starting their state-record 4t 
28-game winning streak. They would finish the 
season 46-13, yet be snubbed by the NCAA for a 
post-season tourney bid. 
This season, the Knights are off Lo a 5-2 start 
going into Monday. If you get a chance, see them 
in action. 
Well, that's it for our romp through the past. Ah, " 
the prohlerns still remain. The sports teams are 
prety much the same, with the men's baseketball 
team on an upswing and the women's squad on a • 
down note. As for baseball, it's a little too early to 
tell. 
Anyway, you can go back to your studies now. • 
Just remember, a year from now, you won't 
remember this column. 
I probably won't, either. 
., 
•Where do I go? 




Who else could get away with 
Editor, sending a student to six different 
After two years at UCF I have departments? Don't laugh, it real-
come to the conclusion that the 1 happened. 
people in the administration are 
not untrained incompetents. They 
are, in rn · opinion. ·ery good at 
what thev do. 
The mi~under tanding i. on our 
end. \\ e think the · are there to 
help u when heir real job i. to 
I hope this helps settle the 
gross misunderstanding between 
st uden and the administrati e 
_. aff. And o you folks in ad-
ministration, f"ve goLta hand it to 
you, you do one hell of a job! 
"Letters'' should be typed, double 
spaced and include your name, 
major and phone number. All let-
ten; become property of the J 
neu spaper and are subject to 
editing. Mail to: "L ·'ters, '' ThP 
entral Florida Fu ure, UCF, P.O. 




J\fter a few students made aLtempts to control what lelter 
di and did nol run in 1he "Letters ... ·ection of thi paper. our 
phritohrrapher ask<.'d <oomc other studeni s 1f r his houJd be 
allnwc·d . 
Beau T hompson 
·· o, let t.ers are freedom of speech ... 
1he Central Florida Future. February 7. 1987 9 
CHEEVERWOOD 
by Michael Fry 
~ 
• Ka t,hy Varkony 
.. No. le i tern s hould not be censored unless t.he language is of-
fensive ... 
Larry Met sch 
.. This is a place for anybody ·s opinion, and therefore letters-Lo-
t IH.·-edit or s hould not be censored . Tl. would be like censoring 
th e: grafft i on the bathroom walls. ·· 
MUSTANG. CONVERTIBLE 
THUNDERBIRD 
CHEEVERWO_OD oy Michael Fry 
f• 
'lil/'e 
I.et me show you 







Sa!L4{4etl4"' u , , , f1oJ #I 
299-5900 3535 W. Colonial Dr., Ori. • 
GREEK CORNER 
Della Tau Delta 
lnlromurols keep ti up • great JOb what o 
retreat, speclol thanks lo o great Dell- Don 
Browne Thank3 also to DEEJ. Forrest. Great 
JOb on the speaker BB tontle al 8 30pm 
Alpha Tau Omega 
Brother appreciation week feb 15-21, 1987. 
We love you guys1 From your hllle sisters. 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Thanks lo our wonderful Golden Hearts for 
the dinner on Friday. There is a cabinet 
meellng tonlghl at 9pm. All you BB's don't 
forget about regionals in Allonto this 
weekend 
Sigma Alpha Epsllon 
It's that time of year again In the 5th annual 
button down boxer short this Friday. Boxer 
shorts ore on sole get them while they losl. 
Congrats to our newest Iii sis'. Keep studying 
Omicron D~lto Epsilon 
The Economics Honors Society open to all 
students with on Interest In Economics. For 
more Information coll Rob Alexander at the 
Economics Department 275-2465. 
College Democrats 
Membership Is open lo all students. 
Meetings ore held every Tue. In Student 
Center Room 217 at 6pm. Need more Info. 
Please leave message on answer machine 
by colling 275-4394. 
Student Personnel Association 
The Studenl Personnel Association Is spon-
soring a visit to Seo World to learn about its 
training program. II wit be on Fri., Morch 6, at 
2:00 p.m. Interested students should coll 
Chris at 281-1887 or Karyn at 678-8424. 
UCF Surf Club 
Don't miss our article In this issue! Meetings 
every Wednesday. If you wont to know 
more. Join one of the best clubs on cam-
pus/best teams on the beach. 
Hispanic American Student Association 
Students, you ore cordially Invited to attend 
.the next meeting. 
When: Thursday, Feb 19, 1987 
Where: Educational Bldg, Rm 142 
Time· 12 Noon 
Your partlclpollon and Ideas ore encourag-
ed and appreciated 
We look forward to seeing you. 
Inter Varsity Christion Feltowshlp 
Gap conference In South Eastern College at 
Lakeland. Study about missions. Storts: 
6:30pm Feb 20. Ends: 2pm Feb 22nd. Ali 
ore welcome. You will en1oy it. More info. 




University of Arizona 
offers more than 40 
courses: anthropology, 
art, art history, bilin-
gual education, folk 
music and folk dance, 
history, journalism, po-
litical science, Spanish 
language and literature 
and intensive Spanish . 
Six-week session. 
June 29-August 7, 1987. 
Fully accredited pro-
gram . Tuition 480. 
Room and board in 





Bldg., R m434 
ity or Arizona 
on.Al. 85721 
t602l 621-4729 or 
621-4720 
UCF Circle K 
Gel a grip on hie folks' 
Jam c:rcte K and redeem yourself! Service 
to olhers 1s our hrs! nome meetings Wed 
5pm 1n PC2-107 
Come and see what the good hfe 151 
Chuluoto - 15 uncongested minutes from 
UCF Female roommate needed lo shore 
home with mole and female. Own room. 
microwave. wosher·dryer S150 mo & '1" coll 
365-9970. Ask tor Ken 
Rmmf for 3 bdrm 2 blh home is country 
w1foke S200 Leave message 957-3090 
Mole rmmfe wonted to shore a 2 bdrm opt 
across from UCF Univ Apts 12001 Solon Dr 
N202. S116 & •1, electricity Slop by or coli 
345-9350. 
Female nonsmoker for 3 bdrm 2 both opt 
Howell branch & 436 own room S160 mo I Y, 
utilities nice 671-0272 
Female roommate (nonsmoker) to shore 
new opl-2bdrm 2both with w/d . S240/mo 
plus y, ulllites. Coll 281 -1 636. 
Female nonsmoker to shore 2 bdrm 2 both 
across form UCF. 5120/mo & Y, utilities 
Theresa 281 -6722 evenings 
Female to shore two bedroom 2Y, both con-
do S200 plus .v. electric 273-6221 or 
422-6538 
Sofa-eorthtones. excellent condition S125 
OBO. Connie 647-6868 
-----------------
Hondo Interceptor 500. 1965. Must sell. 
S1900 firm or T.O.P. 261-0017 
Euphonium. Like new. Silver. Model Yep 
3215. Best offer 281-0017 
Woterbed Queen size molless for safe S25 
671-7293 
1970 240Z oc stereo exc cond very strong, 
many new ports S2.750 213-6623 
84 Ford LTD 4 dr. 4cyl, clean and loaded, 
asking 54650 coll 273-8128 
GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U repair) . 
Deliquenl fox property. Repossessions. Coif 
1-805-687-6000 ext. GH-4626 for current 
repo list. 
1977 2BOZ 2 plus 2 runs and looks great pb, 
o /c. heater, stereo S2250 coll 656-7647 
65 Toyota Corolla many extras asking 
sa.ooo coll at 658-7646 
FOR RENT 
3 bdrms 2 both villa Shetwood Forest ' mite 
UCF microwave dishwasher washer dryer 
alarm system 3-studenl at S192 mo 
4-student at Sl44 658-4310 
CONDO FOR RENT -Place 436 Condo. 2 
bdrm 2bolh. wosher 'dryer. 2 poofs. tennis 
courts. no pets. very clean 1ns1de . 5425 'mo. 
Coll 277-4291. available immediately 
Duplex for rent in Sherwood Forest-
2bdrm/2both was 5475 mo now S440 plus 
free color TV 7mo or 1 yr lease. 
wosher'dryer. a ir, ceiling fans. trees, coif 
Fred 295-6717 or 645-3339 
One bedroom apartment for rent. Five 
minute walk from University S275 per month 
rent. Phone 656-1636 
serious student needs experienced tutor for 
concepts of calculus. If interested please 
coif 658-7684. 
Students needed to clean homes. Hours lo 
fit schedule. Coif 699-1636. 
AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight attendants, 
agents. mechanics, customer service. 
Salaries lo S50k. Entry level positions. Coll 
1-805-687-6000 ext. A-4628 for current 
listings. 
Wotlress wonted-port time spring semester. 
S5.00 plus. JR Jokes Pub. Coll Beth 677-4169 
JOIN OUR CREW; Doy and night shifts 
ovolloble apply 2:00-5:00 Mon-Fri TACO 
BELL 7653 East Colonial Dr. 
Retail Soles • Recreational Factory 
Warehouse, The South's largest speciality 
retailer of swimming pools, spas, and 
related products Is now filling full and part 
time soles positions for our Orlando store. 
No prior experience necesory, ideal for 
students. Flexible hours available, days, 
nights. and weekends. Average pay 55.00 
to Sl0.00 per hour. Coif Mr. Mortin at 
291-1603. 
Cashier - Experience preferred. 1 O key 
calculator & typing helpful. Evenings and 
weekends. S4.00 per hour. Coll Koren 
McBrien 291-1604 at Recreational Factory 
Warehouse. 
OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer. yr. round. Europe. 
S. Amer.. Australia. Asia. Alf fields . 
S900-2000 mo. Sight seeing. Free info. 
Write IJC, PO Bx 52-FL4 Corona Del Mor. CA 
92625 
Port hme JobS - el mo eting no e . 
penence necesso • - ice neorb ol 1320 
Semoron north of Colonial Flex1b e hours -
hourly rote & comm Co I 273-7364 FU 
WORl<I 
SERVICE 
Drive a new car every year auto-leasing 
goes muth-ievet No credit check Errol 
275-6691 Eves. Till 12 
Financial aid for college is ovollobte RESULTS 
GUARANTEED' Cott 1-600-USA-1221 ext 
0627 
ABORTION SERVICES. birth control informa-
tion, pregnancy tests and counselling. VD 
screening, low cost. confidential services 
and general anesthesia. 898-0921 
Central Florido Women's 
Health Organization 
Student Loons to S7500 273-3263 all ages. 
No credit. Insured Pion. 
Car repair 
Special discount for UCF students and staff 
Coll Som: 767-2974 
EXECUTIVE WORD PROCESSING SERVICES 
Term papers, thesis. manuscripts 15 yrs ex-
perience/diskette storage pick-up/delivery 
service available professional typist 
277-0329 
TYPING. Fast. accurate, reasonable. Close to 
campus. Coll Berny 262-4166 
Resumes and cover fetters 
Designed/Revised/Typed - 657-0079 
FAST TYPING SERVICE 
Quick Professional Services. All work 
prepared on commercial word processors 
for error free neatness. We u~e IBM Equip-
ment letter quality printer not dot-matrix. 
Free rough drafts and revisions. Some day, 
weekend and overnight service available. 
over 14,500 satisfied students. Coif 
671-3007 
Excellent typing/word processing. Editing. 
Theses. 273-7591. 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
• One mile from UCF Campus • 
All types of student documents. Some day 
service available. IBM teller quality word 
processing. 
Fast • Professional • Accurate 
WORDMASTERS 277-9600 
T't G ~5 ears pe11&nee The 
m.:inuscnpts papers ere E penenc in 
moth equations 50 per page dou f 
pace inity east Colon1ot and Alofayo 
!rail Coll 658·2067 
* * COMPUTER WOAD PROCESSING * 
Student Papers Resumes spread sheets Ur 
quohty pnnt. Free re isions 1 O'\ student dt-
sount 658-1481 
Typing - Don't socriflce the personof touchl 
21 yrs experience Perfection my specialty 
Thesis expert coll Susie 273-2300 days 
647-4451 eves 
Word Processing • Typing • Editing 
Some day & weekend service pick up & 
delivery . 659-6656 
Reword S75 for gold bracelet opprx •." 
wide. florentine finish, lost week of 01 '06 
coll ofter 7pm 671 -0953 
SUMMER IN EUROPE $279 
Lowest Scheduled fores to all of Europe from 
Orlando. Coll 1 (800) 325-2222. 
*PEACE CORPS* 
For Info. about overseas opportunities meet 
Peace Corps representatives on Feb 16 & 
19. al the Book store Moll. Attend a film ses-
sion. Feb. tBlh, 12:00 - 1:00 p.m .. at the 
Engineering Btdg, Rm. 109. For more Infor-
mation coli : 1 BOO 466-2745 
Desperately Seeking 
Peanutbuller Breath 
How about dinner on Sot. Night? Meet me 
at Theory of Evolution House 
Love Capt. Fudd 
Lost a diamond heart necklace In the 
Educational Bldg. Please coll me al 
646-4496 between Born and noon S20 
reword 
GARFIELD, I MISS YOU. Forget about the egg 
you took. Come home or al least coll 
(282-2175) . PLEASE! I LUV You more than my 
nighty and bikini undies! PKA YOUR POP, 
SCOTT DABNEY 
Hey Snot. 
Hurry bock from Oklahoma. I miss you 
love Jaws 
Oee Dee. 
If you're nor the goober of life. then who Is? 
Your Wally's Buddy 
J 
There could be so much more to our reto 
t1onsh1p Why don't you nohce me? 
Find it in the classifieds. 
Call Mike at 275·2601 
THE HAIR SHOP 
flj_ Precision Style Cut $9.00 
·y~ FULL SERVICE SALON 
10509 E. Colonial Dr. w ALK-INS WELCOME 
(Winn-Dixie Center) 282•1700 
..,. UNION PARK Dally 9-5 • Thurs. 'tll 8 
book inc eS Instruction crd questions 
created the state Cl.ASr specifications. 
It's only S . 95. ask for 1t at bookstore. 
H _ PubDshing 2165 Sunnydale Blvd, Suite N -H Company Clearwater, R. 33575 
CQ 0 tl\'H....,....•a 
• 3 7 6 6 
DISCOU TS 











dies s ueak by Bears; 
capture third win 
by Chad Salinas 
ASST SPORTS EDITOR 
Friday the 13th. 
Full moon. 
When these two events 
combine, strange things are 
believed to happen. Bad luck 
is said to be in the air. 
Well, a strange thing did 
happen on Friday night. The 
Lady Knights won their third 
game of Lhe season by 
defeating visiting Mercer, 
89-86. 
jumpshot, or Anita Terlecky 
inside. 
Things started to go awry, 
though, for the UCF squad 
late in the half. The shots that 
normally fell, were bouncing 
out. This helped the Teddy 
Bears to pull out a two-point 
lead at halftime, 40-38. 
UCF coach ancy Little's 
team finished the first period 
with a field-goal percent of 
38.9. Craft had 12 points, 
while Terlecky added nine. 
At the start of the second 
half, things were pretty much 
even. The two teams traded 
several baskets. The victory broke a 
14-game losing streak, and 
was their first win since the 
second of January. 
The game started off well 
for the ladies. UCF and the 
Teddy Bears exchanged 
baskets for most of thr first 
half. For Mercer, it was 
usually ·center Lisa Philpot 
with a turn-around 10-footer, 
or Rhonda Griffin from the 
outside. 
With five minutes gone, 
Mercer took control. Behind 
the strong play of Susan 
Bargo, Philpot and Jeanie 
Smith, the Teddy Bears 
jumped out to a eight-point 
lead. 
Mercer was the answer to the Lady Knight basketball team's prayers. UCF was thankful to 
achieve their third victory this year. 
The margin remained · the 
same for another few minutes. 
However, the Lady Knights 
then ran off 16 straight 
points. Most of these came 
within a two-minute span 
when Julie Cardinale and 
Kacie Kemmer stole several 
in-bounds passes, which led to 
quick points for UCF. 
After a three-point field-
goal by Smith (her second of 
the game) pulled Mercer to 
The Lady Knights managed players had eight rebounds, 
to take a three-point lead, and as l\1U outrebounded UCF by 
kept it until the final buzzer. nine, 49-40. 
The Teddy Bears were led 
· within two points, the Lady 
Knights played tough defense 
to keep their lead. 
by Philpot and Smith who Bargo finished with 14 
had 40 points, seven rebounds points, five rebounds and 11 
and eight steals between assists. 
For the Lady Knights, it 
was smooth-shooting DeAnn 
Craft with a running 
them. The Lady Knights were 
In the final minutes of the 
game, the battle was even. 
Mercer was aided by their paced offensively by Craft, 
strength on the boards. Three who finished with 26 points. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~-
Don't Rent! 
Own Your Own! 
2Bed/2Bath Townhomes 1.2 Miles south of campus on Alafaya Trail 
Become Your Own Landlord 
Many smart UCF students who 
own their own apartments have 
rommates to help share ex-
penses. Come and see why and 
how the parents of these 
students have chosen to buy a 
townhome for their sons and 
daughters. It's a good deal for 
everyone and you 11 want one 
too! 
$340 /P1~1* 
No Closing Costs. 
_J1es 
(l~lted ceilings l/ Open, Spacious plan 
Large master bedroom suite 







Furni hed model open daily :~L: . ·. ·- ,..:- _ --- ,,,,- -:~ -~· 0 Washer and Dryer 
Mon.-Sat. lOAM - 6PM. ~.. " ~ .. . .t. O Blind~ 
un.12noon-6PM. ~ Fox Hunt Lanes DPaddleFans --* Sale price $53,900, $2,700 down. $51,200 mortgage, 7% AR.M., plus or minus 2% Annual Cop, Lifetime Cap 13% 
Adj sted to 1-yeor T-8ill. A.P.R. 8% or Low Axed Rates. 
·-
'WRESTLING 
FROM PAGE 16 
boots, and tobacco are as 
much a part of this complex 
as .any action that takes place 
between the squared circle. 
Seemingly innocent youths 
taunt the "bad guys" with 
language not fit for cable T.V. 
Barely mobile, little, old 
ladies gain access to front-row 
seats and live and die with the 
night's action. On this 
particular evening, however, 
a ringside seat would get you 
nothing but a taste of the spit 
cast off the tongue of Mike 
Graham. 
Horrified by all this was my 
dignified girlfriend, who was 
as out of place as a Dodge 
Dart on Park A venue. She 
swears she had a good time, 
but when she kept asking me 
"Is it over yet?" 
Sir Oliver Humperdink 
gave the fans their first 
chance to get rowdy. Donned 
in a gawdy, aqua blue jump 
suit (to match his long reu 
hair and earring), the guy 
spent the better part of the 
evening trading insults with 
the ringside crowd. They 
questioned his parentage, 
manhood, species, and 
hygiene. And he was only the 
manager. I patiently 
explained to my girlfriend 
that God loves him too. 
Humperdink watched 
intently as his man "The 
Tombstone" took on 
hometown boy Scott Hall. 
Hall, whose chest diameter 
rivals that of Connecticut's, 
accepted the crowd's cheers. 
But wait. Tombstone attacts 
our hero before he enters the 
ring. "Oh no," says the 
crowd. Hall recovers, 
however, and uses his boot to 
write Tombstone's epitaph. 
Humperdink and Company 
make a ha t retreat, vowing 
revenge. 
And now, (drum roll° please) 
SEE WRESTLING PAGE 12 
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This week in sports 
Wed. M Tennis H Stetson 2:00 
Wed. Baseball at Stetson 3:00 
Wed. W Basketball at Stetson 7 :00 
Thu. M Tennis vs. John Jay Coll. 3:00 
Fri. Baseball H Stetson 3:00 
, Fri. W Basketball H Georgia South. 7 :00 
Sat. Baseball H Georgia 1:30 
Sat. M. Basketball H FIT 7:30 
Sun. Baseball H Georgia 1:30 
. God, this is great. 
Appa.rantly sensing ·that 
victory is slipping from his 
grasp, Sullivan emerges with 
the MAIN EVENT. "Had a FOREIGN OBJECT! Hall 
News" Allen and Hall will be knocks it away, though, and 
determined to rid Florida of it is anybody's weapon. 
Kevin Sullivan and Kareem Humperdink strives to reach 
Mohammad. Our "Good it, but cannot seem to grab it. 
Guys" take control early with Mohammad finally picks it up 
several thrusts to the throat and stabs Allen, who falls to 
WRESTLING 
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that leave Sullivan's face a 
bloody mess. 
Mohammad evens Lhi~gs 
out, though, with a few karate 
chops of his own. Excitement 
oozes through the crowd . 
the ground like a top-heavy 
file cabinet. Silence. The 
referee regai.ns consciousness. 
O.ue ... Two ... 
Wait a minute. What do 
you care? It is all fake, right? 
. JIM'S TIRE SERVICE 
18768 E. Hwy. 50 • Bithlo • 568-5102 
6 Ml. East of Alafaya Tr .. 1 Ml. West ot Speedworld 
USED TIRES example: NEW TIRES examPle: 
13" $12 to $20 235/75815" $49.95 
14" $14 to $20 195/75814" $40.95 
15" $15 to $20 185/80013" $35.95 
Fast, Courteous Service • Flat Repairs 













1 :OQ-4:30 p.m. 
On the CEBA Lawn!! I 
y ous're in Good Hands with :II 
tudent Government ~j~ 
·.:::.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:-:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·) 
THANK HEAVENS 
KINKO'S IS OPEN 
SUNDAYS 
At Kinko's, we offer complete copying services s.even days a 
week. And our staff has a friendly, professional attitude 
you won't fi~d anywhere else. Try Kinko 's. We could be the 
answer to your prayers. 
' . 
kinko•s® 
Open early. Open late. 
OP.en weekends. 
127 West Fairbanks 
(across from Bailey's) 
plenty of off-street lighted parking 
(305) 628-5255 
M-f 7 a.m.-9 p.m. 
Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Sun. 12 noon-9 p.m. 
w 
Discount Ticket Services 
" 
Area Movie Theatres 
Fashion Square/Altamonte Mall 





Church Street Station 
Busch Gardens 
East-West Expy Tokens 
Disney World (Adult) 


















We can't promise that you'll really be in 
charge, but at least you can try! Petitions are 
available beginning February 23 at 9:00a.m. to 
Declare Candidacy for the upcoming 
PRESIDENTIALNICE PRESIDENTIAL 
ELECTIONS. You can pick one up at the 
Student Goven1ment Offices anytime you feel 
that overpowering urge to be in control. Give it a 
shot .. .it would make your family happy, _and 
you might even get your name in print 
somewhere for free! I I 
s:~:J~~::::t Iii 
··:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· :-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· :·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:~:-:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· :·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: -:- : 
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Thev are now highly 
resp~ted in the ew ou~h 
Women ' s Athle 1c 
Conference. 
The biggest reason they are 
favored to beat the Lady 
Knights is that they have a 
much better team depth-wise. 
They have 12 players, all of 
whom can contribute. In fact, 
in the last UCF game, nine 
players scored . 
The reason they are so 
successful is because Stetson 
coach Nancy Nichols has 
enough confidence to use 
them. For instance, all the 
Lady Hatters average at least 
two points and nine minutes 
per game. 
UCF, on the other hand, has . 
only nine players. That figure 
could be one less if starting 
forward Loretta Pate's back 
injury is serious enough to 
knock her out for the rest of 
the season. 
Coach Nancy Little's 
philosophy appears to be to 
e CenlTol Florida Future, Fe ary 17, 198713 
stay with the starting five Sweet success JoeWelnateln/Central Florida Future 
players as long as possible. The Knights are on a two game winning streak after 
For one reason or anotner, . defeating Georgia Southern 61-59 Saturday night. 
Little has not played Nikki . ---------------------Persons very much recently. 
The other sub, Michelle Eck, 
has played a grand total of six 
minutes in two games. 
The Lady Knights are 
coming off a tough win 
will be Julie Cardinale. The ·Smith. 
senior point guard has been 
playing solidly for the ladies Heading the Lady Hatter 
in t~e past month. attack will be guard Michael, 
long-range threat Anita 
Friday night against Mercer. Aiding her will be leading 
They took on Florida A & M scorer DeAnn Craft, center Mathur, center Dieidre 
on Monday night. Hillery and strong post-
Leading the way f~r _U_CF Fayetta Robinson and Evelyn player Courtney Hall. 
f!·~~ ll""":IH ll J!.[ Ii lit•) ·i•HJ I -ilillii" Hl'.il~ . · 11I~I:Im IEHL""""'ll"':::::~m ..... -:)~-..... 1 •--:rc: I ID!.!l~i:6:•" -~·!,1"l££Ill '•l1 
I Presented by Gray Systems, Inc. W 0 R KS H 0 P I 
1: Tuesday Feb. 24 
I WORKSHOP '2: Wednesday Feb. 25. ~ 
~ Each class has three sessions of 2 hours each. \g d~;o.::..~~ 
· 1 ~ IMPROVE retention 
~ I .g DOUBLE reading speed 
1
1 
.g INCREASE comprehension 1 
~ L~ MA~JMI~E orgi:nizatic:iJ 
I 
}\~~~~cf ~~~ r1J 
~ ' ':% ~, ~;;:.~ ju,1 M 
- -~ . 4-r= . .. · ! 1·1 ~ti " 
Cost: $45.00 ,~ .. 6:.-r.@ _ -!.?~ I 
7 :00-9:00pm ~ 
Place: Student Center rm.198 I 
Time: 
i 
PAC Is funded hrough the Activity and Service fees, os allocated by the Student Government of the University of Central Florido . 
.. :8c:::m~1::1-~:-::.-s:· - . :==-=:: . : ·t :: ! :~:: ::.•=:· t 3; I #:J 
. ,. . ~ - ~ ---w - ... -..-- -....... ,... .. .... ,,, 
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United Parcel Service I * I 
Part-Time Positions Available U S 
United Parcel Service will be 
accepting applications for 
part-time loaders and unloaders . . · 
excellent pay - $8.00 an hour. 
Please sign up for an interview 
appointment in the Caree~ Resource 
. Center. ADM Suite 124 . . UPS is an 
equal opportunity employer. 
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m. 
or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday 
workwe·ek. 3 to 5 hours per day. · 
• 'l; .. 
. . 
Serving The UCF Community 
• Savings Accounts · 
• Checking Accounts 
• Daily Interest on 
Checking & Savings 
the UCF 
• New and Used Vehicle Loans 
• Alltomatic Teller Network 
• Mastercard 
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION 
Located Right On Campus (across from Bo~kstore} 










lXA vs. Sig Ep 
A-Team vs. Rooster 
ADP vs. SAE LS 
5:00 
SAE vs. PKA 
VASA vs. FOF 
lXA LS vs. Q's 
Wed 
4:00 
ATO II vs. DTD 
LXA vs. TKE I 
KO vs. DOD 
5:00 
TKE II vs. Air Force 
KS vs. PKA 
8:30 
PBS vs. DTD 
PKA II vs. SX II 
9:30 
aturals vs. Kidds 
ADP vs. DG 
10:30 
SWB's vs. Renegades 
Hustlers vs. Brick 
Wed 
6:30 
No Shows vs. Kidds 
Midnight vs. Naturals 
7:30 
Ice vs. U-T-W 
ZTA vs. ADP 
8:30 
TKE II vs. LXA II 
LXA LS vs. SX LS 
9:30 
ADP vs. LXA LS Soph. Gents vs. News 
Worms vs. Bouncers 
10:30 
Th L · . Joe Weinstein/ Centra l Florido Future 
e ady Knight tennis team swept the court with visiting Hillsborough C.C. last week UCF 
captured all three doubles matches. · Thurs 
4:00 
SX II vs. DSP 
SX I vs. Sig Ep 
ZTA vs. SAE LS 
Figma Nu vs. Knighthawks 
Brick vs. Goons 
Thurs 
6:30 
Ladies smash Hillsborough 
5:00 
Chancellor's vs. Strikers 
SAE vs. ATO I 




Buddy vs. Shooters 
PBP vs. ODD 
7:30 
Raiders vs. Kappa 
AF Rote vs. TKE LS 
SAE I vs. ATO 
Sixers vs. Soph. Gents 
7:30 
Sig Ep vs. SX I 
Raiders vs. SWB's 
8:30 
LXA vs. TKE 
PBS vs. SAE II · 
9:30 
PKA I vs. KS 
Shooters vs. Crew 
10:30 
DTD vs. PKA II 
Buddy vs. Renegades 
by Chad Salinas 
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR 
The Lady Knights tennis 
team won its second match of 
the year by defeating visiting 
Hillsborough Community 
College, seven games to two. 
,,Editor's note: The deadline to sign-up for the soccer All-U-
tuurney is today, Tuesday the 17th. 
UCF started out strongly 
by taking four out of the six 
singles matches. The Lady 
Knights then went on to 
sweep all three doubles 
matches. 
In the number one spot, 
UCF 's Kathy Pell had 







inconsistent service game. 
Due to this fact, she lost, a 
tough three-set marathon to 
Chrisi Strickland, 7-6 (7-4), 
2-6 and 5-7. 
In another three-set thriller, 
Julie Fisher used a strong 
service return to defeat Lady 
Hawk Kelly Osborne, 4-6, 6-3 
and 6-3. 
Lady Knight Eda Dulce 
had an easy win over Christy 
Sneeringer, 6-? :lnn 6-0. 
Tracy v\ 'iU14IllS, however I 
fell apart after the first set en 
route to a 6-4, 6-7 (2-7) and 3-6 
loss to ... ICC 's Brenda Nading. 
The oLher Dulce, Ede, 
swept past Linda Garret.t, 
DAN 
AYKROYD 
shutting her out in two sets, 
6-0 and 6-0. 
Lady Knight Beth Diggs 
ended the singles on a high 
note by crushing Monika 
Leggett, 6-0 and 6-1. 
In doubles action, the Dulce 
sisters eased by the 
Strickland/Osborne team, 6-3 
and 6-3. 
The Pell/Fisher 
combination destroyed the 
Sneeringer/Nading duo, 6-1 
and 6-2. 
In the final match of day, 
Williams and Dana Cooke 
blasted by Garrett and 
Leggett, 6-3 and 6-0. 
Feb.23 
9pm 
and n:iu Prrs, u ollocot#d by t"- Studimt Go1 ernmrnt of the 
Ladies to humble Hatters 
by Chad Salinas 
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR 
Revenge is sweet. 
At least the Lady Knights 
hope so. 
UCF will be looking to 
avenge an earlier loss, when 
they travel to DeLand for 
their rematch against Stetson 
on Wednesday night. 
In the last meeting, the 
Lady Hatters downed the 
UCF squad, 86-77. SU was 
led by Michelle Micheal's 20 
points, five rebounds and six 
nc:;sistc: 
UCF was paced by Julie 
Cardinale's 18 points. 
The history of the series is 
an interesting one. The first 
time the two teams played 
each other was in the 1979-80 
season. UCF and SU met in 
the quarterfinals of the 
Florida As socia ti on of 
Intercollegiate Athletics for 
Women State 
Championships. The Lady 
Knights won that thriller, 
72-70. 
From that point, these two 
teams engaged in battle once 
a year until the 1984-85 
season. After four games, the 
Howe er, starting in 1982, 
the Lady Knights ran off 
seven wins in a row to put the 
series at 9-2. The closest the 
Lady Hatters got within this 
time period was a two-point 
defeat in 1984-85. 
Last year, the Lady 
Knights dominated Stetson 
three times, the smallest 
margin being six points. 
Times have changed, 
though. 
Now Stetson is the favorite. 
This is due to the fact that 
the Lady Hatters are playing 
some good all-around ball. 
SEE HATTERS PAGE 13 
Roland Dube/Central Florido Future 
Smashing!! 
The UCF men's tennis team will face the Hatters from Stetson in the Knights' second match 
of the year this Wednesday at 2:00 here on the UCF courts. 











All _games are on Wednesday 
Rambo meets Jason 
at Eddie Graham center 
Professional Wrestlers are 
not graced with the best of 
images. Owners of large guts 
and foul mouths, these guys' 
vocabularies consist of 
nothing but grunts and 
moans. You know the type. 
Favorite movie: Ram ho meeti-3 
Jason. Favorite book: none. 
The question of 
authenticity in this sport has 
been debated for years. There 
is a common belief that a 
very, very unperceptive, 
blind, dead man sitting 32 
rows away from the ring with 
a garbage bag over his head 
could see that wrestling is not 
on the level. But since doubt 
clouds the issue, I decided to 
PAUL OWERS 
Sportsviews 
cast the final vote. 
I ventured on down to the 
Eddie Graham Sports 
Stadium to see what I have 
been missing all these years. 
Expected to be treated to a 
first-rate facility, I was a bit 
chagrined when I arrived. I 
1nean, this place had bacteria 
you could enter in a rodeo. 
Flannel shirts, cowboy 
SEE WRESTLING PAGE 11 
UCF slides by Tars, sweeps series 
Sweet success 
finds Knights 
by Kathy Johnson 
SPORTS EDITOR 
UCF 9 Rollins 3 
The Knights, 5-2, downed the Tars for these-
cond time over the weekend on Sunday. Solid 
hitting from Paul Pederson, Vince 
Zawaski, Jim Crone and Odie Koehnke 
contributed to UCF's success. With two men 
on, Zawaski blasted a homer in the sixth, 
which lifted the Knights to a 8-3 lead. Rich 
Polak went seven for UCF allowing six hits 
and three runs. 
UCF 7 Rollins 6 
Down 6-4, the Knights bounced back in the eighth 
with a three run inning and held the Tars scoreless 
for the final two to capture the victory. Jose Soto led 
off the order with a single. Bob Kiser knocked him 
around the bases with a two run homer. Brandon 
Turner relieved Brian Ahern in the seventh and held 
the Tars to two hits and no runs. 
Zawaski Turner Kiser 
FIT 6 UCF 5 
Leading FIT 5-2 going into the ninth, The Panthers 
burned the Knights with four runs in the final inn-
ing. An error, a base on balls, and three hits con-
tributed to FIT's winning effort and UCF's second 
loss of the year. {Both losses came at the hands of 
FIT). LP- William Buckely. WP- Steve Irick. 
hy Kathy Johnson 
Forget the flowers. 
Who needs chocolate candiPs? 
Coach Phil Carter got exactly what he 
wanted for St. Valentines Day. Sweet success 
is the key Lo his heart. His Knights pulled off 
a two J?OinL decision from Georgia Southern, 
.61:.59, m front of a crowd of 548 in the UCF 
gym Saturday night. 
John Friday changed from the hound to the 
hero within seconds. With 20 seconds 
rerr_iaining, he was called for goaltending 
v:hich gave GSC an automatic two points and 
tied the game at 59 all. Next time down the 
court, Stan Haithcock drove baseline and 
dumped the ball to Friday who layed it up for 
t.wo and for the Knights tenth win of the 
season. 
It was a record breaking evening for the 
Knights. The victory constituted the first 
time since '85 UCF has achieved double 
figures in the win column. 
Also, Friday broke the school's single-
season mark for blocks. He stuffed GSU four 
Limes Saturday to lift him to 62 blocks on the 
season. The previous record was set by Issac 
~tcKinnon in the '82-'83 sea on at 59. 
GSC pulled ahead of the Knights, for their 
large L margin during the game, in the middle 
of the first half. UCF wa down by 13 before 
Pat Crocklin, Bryant Woodford and Stan 
Haithcock combined o pull he Knight 
wiLhin ·ix, 26-::M, at the half. 
Once again it wa Crocklin who led the 
~night~ with 20 points. Cr cklin averages 
1.lO pomts per game, (game high). He also 
pulled down a team high of six rebounds. 
Faron e Roberc:on was clo e behind Crocklin 
with 14 point and four as i t . 
Rob Peery /Cent~ flOlido run,e 
Rich Polak. in his second win this year delivered a strong game for he · night against 
Rollins. 
. he Knigh s have four gam remamrng on 
l heir schedule. Their next uting is this 
aturday against Florida Institute of 
-------------------------------------------' Technology. I i a 7:30 home game for UCF. 
